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, TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (105-82555) 
| {i ATTENTION FBI IABORATORY 

| fA PRROM: SAC, DALIAS (100-10461) 4 

; ee 457801 
4 RE: LSE HARVEY OSMALD, aka.; 

IS - R = CUBA 

J- RS f 

Re Los Angeles airtel to Dallas, efaiyea | R LA 

captioned "JACK L. RUBY, aka; LED HARVEY OSWALD, aka} Ke 

(Deceased) - VICTIM; CIVIL RIGETS", enclosing a small - 

size black-covered journal bearing written notations~“in . 

the form of a diary, the front of the book lab led “Diary 

of Impressions & Observations of Eric Ritzex” Begar Sept. 5, 

1963". This alleged diary was furnished to SA PHILLIP B. 

DEILY on 8/19/64 by G. C. HOSKINS, Terminal Manager, 

Continental Trailways, 601 South Main Street, Los Angeles 14, 

California. According to HOSKINS, it was found at the ticket 
counter late on the afternoon of 8/15/64 by Ticket Clerk 

ADRIAN MOUNT, who hes >.5 idea as to the identity of the . 

owner and/or the perss cn wo left the book on the ticket . 

counter. Mr. HOSKINS stated he did not desire the book be 

returned. yo 

A verbatim transcript of the legible port’-n of 
this alleged diary has been made by the Dallas Offic: and 
a £limsy copy of gu uch verbatim transcription is encizzed .. 

herewith for the. apSsistance of the Bureau. walt y 5 
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DL 100-10461 . ieee: 

Efforts by the Los Anssles Office to identify ERIC 
RITZEK have been negative. The contents of this alleged. ~~~: 
diary indicates that ERIC RImcrl: eng a companion, CHARLBS 
{TAST NAHE UNKNOWN), were attencing a college in some foretgn™ 
country in September, 1963. DRIiCc AS22PK was ma joring in. 
political science and was at least = Junior; Ais minor was - 
buman psychology. He had apparently been in ettendance ‘~ 
at summer classes and his roomate was his companion, CHARLES. 
This alleged diary indicates that ERIC RITZ=K was a hypnotist - 
and used hypnotism on a girl named CAROL, who wes apparently - 
known to both CHARLES and RITZEK and CAROL died in September, 
1963. 

PT ON ke 

As of September 10, 1953, the alleged diary indicates 
that ERIC RITZEK and CHARLES obtuined visas to the United ~ . 
States and Mexico. An entry on ccptember 11, 1963, indicates ~ 
that the goal of ERIC RITZixX and SEARLES was to kill ‘President 
KENNEDY. On September 15, 1963, SRIC RITZEK and CEARIES sailed 
for New Orleans arriving September 19, 1963. On September 20, _ 
1963, it is indicated thet CHARICS brought LEE BARVEY OSWALD '= 
to their room in New Orleans. An entry for September 26, 1963, 
indicates that OSIZ.LD was aboard the seme bus travelling 
through Mexico to Mexico City, arriving Mexico City September; 27," 
1963. This alleged diary indicates that while in Mexico, ERIC - 
RITZBK chose OSKALD as the person to handle the assassination 
while under his domintcion by: hypnosis. , ; ° 

This alleged Giary reflects that ‘on october 2, 1963," 
OSWALD left by =.s for Leredo, Texas. An entry for October 20, 
1963, reflects that SRIC RITZEK and CHARLES were en rozite to 
Fort Worth, Texas, arriving at Fort Worth about an ‘hour after . 
sunset, where they stayed at an unknown hotel. © On Octobe- 21, - 
1963, CHARLES left ERIC RITZEK, returning on October 23,- 1963, 
with a package containing $100,000 in cash from an‘unknown. - © 
benefactor, who, according to the alleged diary, stood to . 
benefit by the death of President KSNNEDY. -- a thas 
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i DL 100-10461 

my ve ‘Phis alleged diery reflects that on November 5, 1963, 

and November 6, 1963, ERIC RITZEK and CHARLES were at Lake 

Texoma fishing and mentioned having to have a license to do 50. 

On November 11, 1963, ERIC RITZ=K 2nd CHARLES journeyed to. 

oO Dallas where they walked over President KENNSDY's intended - 

2 route in Dallas. On November 12, 1963, there is an entry ~~ 

wherein RITZEK states he believes the assassination will 

secur in the vicinity of the “triple Overpass" and that OSWALD 

will fire the bullets from one of the upper windows from the — 

pbuilding called the “School Book Depository". oo 

: This alleged diary reflects an entry for November 13, 

1963, indicating that ERic RITZSK departed Dallas and returned 

to Juarez, Mexico, on November 14, 1963. On November 21, 1963, 

they returned to Dallas where they stayed at an unnamed hotel.~ 

his alleged diary contains an entry on November 22, 

1963, reflecting that ERIC RITZ=K and CHARLES went to a small 

park at about 11:00 a.m. to await the assassination and witness 

it, thereafter, returning to their hotel room to watch © wo ae 

television. RITZEX indicated in his diary that OSWALD was to _. 

seek death after the assassination while under the domination oe 

of RITZEK. 
° mT 
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u fhis elleged diary contains an entry £for late 

fi _ Saturday night, November 23, 1963, to the effect that CHARLES - 

bo | ° and ERIC RITZEK-met @ tavern owner && he was closing his place 

y _*¢ pf business and were invited into this place of business for. 

“ag drink. The alleged diary ‘reflects that ERIC RITZEK induced 

hypnosis upon this individual whose name he aid not know, but 

who was later identified as gacz L. RUBY. -This alleged diary 

reflects that on November 24, 1963, CHARLSS and ERIC RITZEK 

mo went to the Dallas Police Station about noon, but could not gain 

zi fs entrance. This alleged diary indicates that RUBY was to . 

i avenge the President's death as the result of @ post hypnotic 

| suggestion. 
. ; 
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i This alleged diary conteins an entry for 
weet December 25, 1963, indicating that ERIC RITZEK and CHARLES 

were back at college, where RITZDK hypnotically induced a 

rattiesnake bite On CEARLES, which killed him. 

  

This alleged diary appears to have been written by 

either a demented person or a person with a vivid imagination. 

The dates concerning the travelling of OSWALD to Mexico appear . 

to be accurate; however, it should be noted that such dates. , 

have been widely publicized. It should be noted that the 

name ERIC RITZEX does not appear on any passenger lists of 

buses on which OSWALD is known to have travelled, although 

the entry for September 26, 1963, reflects RITZEK and CHARLES 
were on the same bus as OS!IJALD en route to Mexico City. A 

discrepancy is noted wherein the alleged diary reflects that 

ERIC RITZEK and CHARLES walked over President KENNEDY's intended 

route in Dallas on November 11, 1963. It should be noted that 
the route to be taken by Presi@ent KONNDDY had not been 
released on November 11, 1963. Furthermore, the alleged 
diary indicates that they met the tavern owner on late 

Saturday night, November 23, 1963, as he was closing his place 

of business. It should be noted that investigation has . 

established that JACK L. RUBY's places of business, the Carousel 

Club and the Vegas Club, were both closed to the public § pn 
Saturday, November 23, 1963. 

  

REQUEST OF FBI IABORATORY: ‘ 

The FEI Laboratory is requested to examine the 

writings contained in this alleged diary to determine if the 

writer of same can be identified through the Anonymous Letter - 

File. If possible, it is suggested that efforts be made to _ 

determine if the writing contained in the alleged diary was. - 

‘all written at or about the same time. . 
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A copy of this communication is being furnished 

the New orleans. oklahoma City and San Antonio offices for 
- dnf€ormation in view of the possibility that investigation 

may be necessary in those divisions in an effort to identify 

ERIC RITZEK. 

No additional investigation is being conducted 
{ 

pending the results of the Far Labora 
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tory examination, TACB. 
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